Report of the Regional Consultation on Responding to the Target Free Approach

Introduction

Participants at the regional meeting of health workers, researchers, and activists from Maharashtra and Goa deliberated upon the merits and implications of the Target Free Approach (TFA) to Reproductive and Child Health (RCH) put in place by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare since April 1996, at a two-day meeting, which concluded on February 1, 1997. This consultation was jointly organized by the Centre for Enquiry into Health and Allied Themes (CEHAT) and Health Watch.

It was felt that the new 'target–free' approach to reproductive and child health care marks a much needed and long awaited first step towards a complete revamping of health policy. This approach tries to move away from counting sterilization's as an indicator of reproductive health, to providing real reproductive health care through the public health services.

However, there was a strong consensus that the new policy as outlined in a manual to be used by public health functionaries at various levels falls far short of taking care of real health care needs of people, and women in particular. It continues to think of reproductive health and 'family planning' synonymously, while virtually ignoring most rational reproductive health indicators. It makes no efforts to offer good quality curative care. As a result, while abandoning the target approach is appreciated, it is highly unlikely to make any real difference in this essential area of health in the present form.

It would be far more rational to integrate reproductive and child health into a comprehensive package for delivering quality basic health care to the people. Such a health package should be available to all, independent of their ability to pay and must take into account the socio-economic conditions of communities while delivering care. Given women's poor access to health care, there might still be the need to have, a special women's health programme within such a package, but it should be considerably more comprehensive than simply taking care of their reproductive health in the 'family planning' mode.
The participants also came up with criticisms and suggestions for improvements in the development of human resources, the training and other needs of health workers, public health infrastructure, the quality of the care it delivers, and ways to evaluate its efficiency and effectiveness.

All these deliberations and recommendations are reported in detail in the following sections.

**Major Topics**

**Reproductive and Child Health approach and health care**

The strongest criticism of the RCH programme was that a separate and stand-alone reproductive and child health package was the wrong policy to follow. There must be a basic package of comprehensive health care available to all, which covers not population control driven targets, but addresses the basic health care needs, such as curative care for common diseases, dental care, mental health, occupational health, for both men and women. Such care must be provided with an acknowledgement and understanding that social and cultural factors affecting men and women are different, and therefore there must be gender sensitivity in the care as well. In this regard, many times the view was expressed that a special programme for women's health needs still remains necessary since they have been excluded from such care for far too long, having had only their reproductive capacity under the lens. In fact, even within the purview of reproductive health mostly women have been targeted, only during their childbearing years, and only from the viewpoint of population control. This must change. It must be recognised that women have reproductive health care needs that fall outside the limits of family planning and child-care, and as long as these are not treated by a routinely accessible and efficient system, there is little chance of having a healthy population, small or large. Right to basic health care must be made fundamental and it must be made available to all irrespective of people's ability to pay.

A large number of suggestions were made to concretise this view of a comprehensive health policy. A list of services, which should be covered in such a programme was as follows:

1. general practitioner/family physician services for personal health care,

2. first referral hospital care and 'basic specialist services (paediatrics, gynaecology and obstetrics, general medicine and surgery, occupational and mental health, dental services and ophthalmology. special diagnostics),

A large number of suggestions were made to concretise this view of a comprehensive health policy. A list of services, which should be covered in such a programme was as follows:

1. general practitioner/family physician services for personal health care,

2. first referral hospital care and 'basic specialist services (paediatrics, gynaecology and obstetrics, general medicine and surgery, occupational and mental health, dental services and ophthalmology. special diagnostics),
3. immunisation services for vaccine preventable diseases,

4. maternity services for safe pregnancy, abortion, delivery and post-natal care.

5. Pharmaceutical services, including laboratory services, surveillance and control of major diseases with the aid of continuous surveys, information management and public health measures.

6. contraceptive services,

7. health education and information,

8. ambulance services.

There was discussion of the referral system. It was pointed out that with the rapid growth of the private sector in both rural and urban areas, coupled with insufficient public services, most first contact care was handled by this sector. An estimated 1.2 million qualified and as many unqualified doctors were involved. This is an important area of consideration for the state in designing the comprehensive health system. However, the integration of the private practitioner into a health care package must be well regulated under the single umbrella of a national health authority. There should be rationalisation of resource distribution, an efficient referral system and insurance plans available.

State in designing the comprehensive health system. However, the integration of the private practitioner into a health care package must be well regulated under the single umbrella of a national health authority. There should be rationalization of resource distribution, an efficient referral system and insurance plans available.

In a study on factors affecting health seeking and utilization of curative care, it was presented that even in rural areas, private care was preferred at first contact. This was based on a perceived notion that the quality of this care was better than that in the Primary Health Centres (PHCs). Also, socially and economically dominant groups used private care, while deprived and marginalized communities used the PHCS, only because they could not afford private care. At the PHC level it was found that the ANMs were so burdened with family planning work that they hardly provided any curative care, leaving the underprivileged communities with no choices for such services. It was felt that the now defunct Community Health Volunteer scheme should be reinstated to
unburden the ANM and rationalize the contact between communities and the PHC that serves them.

Regarding finances, it was pointed out that in the existing system of health care, the distribution of resources between urban and rural was rather skewed. 15 percent of the budget of the health Industry goes towards family planning, and 40 percent towards hospitals and medical care. However, 80 percent of the 15 is spent in rural areas while 85 percent of the 40 in urban. An estimate based on current use and an average morbidity rate of 2 percent suggests that Rs.500--600 per capita needs to be spent in order to give quality basic health care. This is about four times the present spending. It was pointed out that utilization of such a universal care package will be high initially, rising geometrically, and then fall and level off as health needs reduce to optimal levels.

In order to do a needs, assessment study for planning resources, it was pointed out that much of the first contact care in the private sector was completely undocumented. In rural areas where people were using PHCS, the driving agenda of population control and family planning under which the public health workers operated meant that there was no information about general health care needs from this area either. Such studies need to be done in order to identify priority health care areas specific to communities. NM should contribute by taking up such studies.

**Health care for women**

This topic pervaded all the discussions. This section gives an overview of the breadth of concerns studied and expressed. Details of recommendations for improvements within the target free approach and the RCH programme are given in subsequent sections. As mentioned in the previous section, there was a strong feeling among many participants that even within a structure such as a comprehensive basic health package, there was a necessity for a women's, health programme. Such a programme must be aimed at expanding the health services available to women a great deal. There was broad consensus on the details of what such services should include. It was felt that the planned RCH package must incorporate these to make it effective in the long term.

It was agreed that instead of devising family planning policies, the need of the day was to empower women to take charge of their basic health care, with efficient and accessible support from the state system. If this was done, family planning would become a matter of rational, but personal choices. Lowering of birth rates would then follow as the natural consequence.
Given the stated policy of the ministry to abandon population control targets, there was a very strong need to put into place assessments of women's reproductive health indicators based on a broad picture of the social, economic, and health environs of women. That such a picture can be very complex was stressed in several presentations.

A study of women as disadvantaged in access to health care, with specific reference to abortion presented the view that the woman suffers from her ability to bear children in both spheres; the family and the state. The state sees her fertility as something that must be regulated, and she gets selective services and counseling according to that aim. So she never has the freedom of informed choice in planning her reproductive life. However, maternal mortality is very high and flies in the face of the stated policy. Even within the family, her ability to bear children, and sons in specific, only gives her security of sorts without ever giving her real control over when and how she wants to have them, 'and she remains dispensable.

If she is infertile for some reason, she becomes virtually invisible to the state, but suffers greatly at the hands of family and community, and is proven to be dispensable.

With so much emphasis being placed on their fertility alone, women are often seen to be unable to seek care, for gynaecological illnesses, that are not directly related to pregnancy. This is even more understandable since the public health workers at PHCs are known to be callous, insensitive, and often intimidating. This is especially true of abortion services. The quality of care indicator changes according to the social and economic status of the women. Unmarried women have even less power of bargaining and must seek such abortions in the expensive private sector. There is also the frequent demand for the husband's signature. This is not included in the Medical Termination of Pregnancy (NITP) Act. Its an interpretation governed by the existing social values, which makes it even more difficult for women to get such services on demand. Further, women are pushed to accept provider controlled and invasive contraception following an MTP. This further reduces women's access to safe abortions.

There are absolutely no services available for occupational health problems, domestic abuse, alleviation, and mental health. Older women are deemed to be permanency fit, and no counseling is done about menopause and its side effects.

Given such complex social and economic constraints on the care of the reproductive health of women, there were a number of issues which the participants agreed must be taken into account to make the RCH programme effective. The following outlines an expanded reproductive health package.
1. Safe child bearing, with access to appropriate health services.

2. Care of gynaecological disorders.

3. Access to safe and affordable abortion services.

4. Capability to reproduce (infertility).

5. A safe sex life without fear of disease, coercion and unwanted pregnancy.

6. Safe, effective, affordable and acceptable methods of family planning, with informed choice being emphasized.

7. Special attention to adolescents, girls and boy's mental health.

8. Domestic violence issues.

9. Occupational health, including housework.

There must be efforts made to raise awareness within the community about these, including how to spot symptoms and where care for them may be sought. Legal rights and wrongs must be clear regarding age of marriage, abortions, etc. The right to informed choice must govern all such efforts of education. Special efforts need to be made to bring women into the circle of health care, given their poor access, service providers must be aware of cultural constraints on adolescents seeking care for gynaecological problems.

**Recommendations regarding Target Free Approach**

The following sections deal with recommendations that were suggested by the participants for improving health care in the target-free approach as outlined in the manual. There was repeated discussion on what exactly 'removing targets' entails. The view was expressed that as far as providing clear unambiguous guidelines to the care providers at various levels of service was concerned, there had to be indicators of some sort. They must be used to both motivate the health workers, as well as evaluate their performance. The meeting was informed that Maharashtra was trying to put in 'target free targets' by making up their own manual. It stressed self-generated targets, set up by community representatives and health workers together. This would take into account their specific health needs in their social and cultural contexts, instead of being imposed on them in a top down fashion. Sterilization targets have been put at the end of the list and
current evaluation is being done comparative to last year, without any demand on meeting those levels.

It was also pointed out that health workers who have been trained for the past four decades in chasing sterilization targets were not going to be able to make a fast transition to not having them. So what should the new targets be, if any? What roles should various public health workers play in the new system? How should they be evaluated? There were detailed discussions on these questions and the following sections present them, along with specific recommendations.

**The human workforce**

The ANM turned out to be the fulcrum around whom revolved all the changes in human resource management that were required if the system was to serve the purpose of broad based provision of reproductive health care. Research presented showed a dismal state of affairs as far as the ANM's position in the system, both state and social, was concerned

It was found that the TFA assumed that the ANMs are independent and confident planners. However, on close examination it was found that most ANMs operate under no professional supervision. They are usually women from disadvantaged classes. This makes them vulnerable in both ways, the sexual and the social. They have no bargaining powers in either contexts in times of pressure. Most of the times they are stationed in villages away from their homes and cannot take advantage of family support in times of need, nor can they count on social support from their environs. They do outreach programmes to identify care needs and travel extensively among surrounding villages. This raises the issue of their security and comfort. They also work with very poor infrastructure at the sub-centre, while they are held responsible for its performance. ANMs typically take care of child and reproductive care work, and as such are seen more as dai's than as trained medical personnel. On the other hand their men co-workers as the Multi-Purpose Workers (MPWs), tend to be seen as 'doctors', even though they do the same amount of curative care as the ANMS. They are mostly malaria workers, collect TB slides, chlorinate wells, and so on. So the ANM is marginalized both socially and professionally, while having the maximum responsibility on her shoulders in terms of running the sub-center, in which the MPWs have no share.

It is also on the ANM's shoulder that the entire grass-root, implementation of family planning policy has rested for all these years. Finally, it is her performance in pushing contraceptives and doing immunizations that reflects in the targets being monitored. Now that these targets are being removed it is
imperative that she be given a clear job description. Some of the suggestion's made for improving the ANM's role, are as follows:

The role of the ANM has to be substantially strengthened. She must be given clear responsibilities in terms of the care she is to provide. The strongest consensus on this point was that she should not be asked to do 'family planning' work, but should simply take care of family health in general, more specifically women's reproductive system morbidities and child care. In fact, she can maintain family registers of health histories. They can be used both as means of monitoring her work, and also to draw a complete health picture of the rural families. At this point in time, no such data is available. In order that she is able to carry out these duties efficiently she must be backed up by a more curative care oriented sub-centre than what exists now. She must be trained to look for symptoms of gynaecological morbidities and in cases where she cannot treat them, be able to refer them to PHCs with the confidence that they will be treated promptly and properly. This is a vital link in making her position within the community strong. People must have confidence that she is indeed the link between them and quality care at larger centers. She must have team support from the MPWs. Outreach work should be done more by the now defunct Community Health Volunteers (CHVs), rather than having the ANM travelling over large geographical areas. The CHV scheme should be re-examined and reinstated. While outreach work is necessary for identifying care needs, this work is best suited to the CHVs since they can do it for their own respective villages. It gives them the advantage of being physically and socially accessible within the community. It also makes them accountable to the community. The ANM cannot, and should not be asked to, do this work for a large number of villages.

The ANM must be motivated by prospects of promotion. If it is found that she cannot, be promoted to higher posts within the medical care set up, she should be considered for managerial positions. Stagnating her in the same position for years will breed indifference to the work she must do, along with discontent.

In the new TFA, she should be encouraged to interact with the community to find priority areas of health care needs and set up targets to improve the health picture in that locality. For all this, she needs training in leadership, communication, and personality development. If the ANM is to be the first and most accessible link between the people and the state health system, she must be given the necessary tools, both medical and human, to sustain that position effectively. Along with responsibilities, the ANM's decision-making power has to be substantially strengthened.
Among other suggestions for improving the efficiency of the health workers, there was a lot of emphasis placed on re-training. It was felt that from the ANM upward, including the Medical Officers (MOs), the District Health Officers (DHOs), and all the managerial staff at the PHCs and RHs, needed gender sensitivity training. It is not correct to assume that all illnesses, even those outside of the reproductive system of this woman', affect men and women similarly. As pointed out in an earlier section, the woman is very constrained in socioeconomic ways as men are not and needs appropriate consideration when providing care. The, health workers must be made aware of it; and, given training to deal with the situations.

MOs and DHOs should be given periodic re-training in diagnostic skills using medical college hospitals. RHs should have a regular woman gynaecologist on a visiting basis. It was also felt that there should be an effort made to attract women to take up jobs as MO/DHOs.

Incentives such as seat reservation in local schools for their children could be offered. In general, the presence of professional women in the state medical care system should be greatly, enhanced.

Another area of discussion was the inclusion of the private sector into the health system. Although it was agreed that this was a good idea, there was apprehension expressed that this would be done in haste, without doing a thorough study of the quality and range of care that they provide and how it should be regulated in a collaboration with the, state. Such a study is absolutely necessary. Professional bodies with consumer groups and the government should evolve standards and accreditation systems before any effort is made to integrate the private sector in the RCH programme.

**Infrastructure, quality of care, and evaluation**

The ramshackle state of the public health infrastructure was reflected in a study of drug supply in Satara district. Various PHCs and RHs were surveyed. It was found that no one single drug was available in the PHCs throughout the year. Only about 3 percent of the total supply was available on a regular basis, and 55 percent were effectively not available. The situation in the RHs was not noticeably better, 38 percent of the drugs being available only very irregularly. The total supply to the public sector was about 56 lakhs, while an estimate of the use by private sector was about 21 crores, which is closer to the estimate of drug requirement in this area for an extrapolated morbidity load. This shows very strongly that no facility for curative care, even for common ailments, within the public health. The entire budget and supply is geared for immunizations and family planning/contraception activities. This trend continues in the TFA.
manual. The manual mentions only some 7-8 drugs to be supplied to PHCS, while drug kit is supposed to have drugs. There seems to be complete confusion on this issue. As a national health policy this goes against common sense. Poor people in rural areas must have basic curative care access to their PHCs, not just for contraception and family planning.

While, drug supply is one aspect of the issue of access, other severe problems regarding were pointed out by participants. All these directly affect the quality of care issues.

Physical locations of PHCs serving a given geographical area was of great importance. If people have to spend an entire day traveling back and forth to the PHC, the incentive for so, is going to be very low, and quacks and other unqualified 'doctors' will then be used. Reliable state transport services which are extremely necessary as a back-up to utilization of public health facilities are also not available in remote rural and tribal areas. If only 15 people from each village go to the PHC every day, the existing state bus service will be sufficient. Universal access to basic health care must be the guiding principle in planning these resources, backed up with development infrastructure.

It was felt that this bad planning for infrastructure also reflects the poor state of data collection for both need assessment, and the quality of care being provided. There is no data on the former, since public health has been synonymous with family planning and contraception. General health care has been dealt with on 'campaign' basis once in a while highly communicable diseases such as tuberculosis, leprosy, etc. However, even careless these are not available on a regular basis, much less for other common ailments. The Devaluation of the quality of care is again family planning oriented, with health workers being, asked to fill out forms with this focus. Unfortunately this policy continues even in the new of the TFA.

With this background, the participants came up with strong recommendations for improving 'the infrastructure, with the help of relevant data collection based on rational indicators of health, that would then help the care providers at the PHCs and RHs improve their quality of care.

Since all infrastructural changes can be made only on the basis of data on need assessments, should be started immediately. What data should be collected from which health functionary and how should it be used? Collection of sensitive and intimate information about people's lives or about NG0s/social action groups raises ethical and political concerns since this data is centralized, globalized, and used to draw conclusions for the purposes of policy making that then directly affect the services being provided at grass root level.
There was also consensus among the participants that there was too much data being collected. This issue raised concern among participants because excessive data collection would create resentment among people as their time and energy would be unnecessarily consumed. Even the ANM was asked to provide so much data that there was little time left for her to actually do health care work. Since it was agreed that the basic function of the PHC was to provide basic curative care, it was felt that maintaining family health registers would give far more information about health needs in a community than only keeping records of contraception and other family planning indicators. This data can then be pooled together at the district levels for planning finances, drug supplies, training requirements for personnel and infrastructural changes. This means that such data needs to be processed fast. Decentralizing this process will help tremendously in a fast response to the health needs of a community. Updating of this kind should be a continuous process, instead of being done once in several years.

There needs to be rationalization of both the drug supply to PHCs, and their locations. Locations should be governed by time taken by the community being served to access, the and by the political, clout of a particular village. The drug supply should be based on health needs of each locality. Curative care for common ailments should be available on a regular basis, rather than in fits and starts.

What indicators should be used to survey both the health picture of a community, and the performance of its care provider? The most strong recommendation was that these indicators be evolved with the consensus of the community. Mahila Mandalys, panchayats and other bodies within the villages should be involved in the process. They should be asked both about their care needs, as well as how they are being served in their alleviation. User reports should be collected on a regular basis. Removing population control targets should not leave the health providers with the feeling that there is no more work to be done. They should be motivated to set up their own targets with the help of the community and be evaluated on that basis.

Women's reproductive health indicators should be evolved keeping in mind, as outlined in the section on Women's Health, that they have morbidities other than those related to child-bearining, and that care seeking for these is a strong function of their social and economic status. If regular data is collected for all these even at the level of family registers, it would be possible to draw correlated pictures for health needs of women in different socio-economic and age strata. Again, their access should also be taken into consideration by updating outreach programmes and providing them with spaces in which to discuss these issues without feeling either pressured or threatens. All these tie directly back into the issue of training.
of health care providers. It should be made gender sensitive and this is a point on which there should be regular evaluation especially from the user's point of view.

The whole system of infrastructure, along with evaluation, and assessments of health needs should have in place some measures to assess and apportion responsibilities in case of failure. That something does not work should not be reduced to a piece of paper which is nobody's responsibility. There should be clear guidelines for taking care of such situations promptly.

It was felt at various stages of the discussion that provision for trained and motivated personnel who are actively involved in the health issues of the community is the minimum necessity of the infrastructure. It is not a good idea to ask them to fill out forms for indicators that have been prepared with the national agenda of family planning in mind. No single community can be forced to tow a national policy to the exclusion of their other, most often, more immediate and demanding health needs. Empowerment of the communities to have a say in the health services they require is of primary importance. For this, a revamping of data collection, its decentralization, fast processing, and subsequent planning of resources both material and human is now a pressing need.

**Concluding Remarks**

The target free approach came in for a great deal of detailed scrutiny in this meeting. Both its policy level foundations and its implementational effectiveness were thoroughly examined. The main broad issues on which there was consensus are the following.

Public health workers must be used to provide basic curative care, which is client oriented. They must not be used to chase population control targets, or family planning agendas of various sorts.

The reproductive and child health package should be part of a general basic health care plan, whose driving aim should be to have a healthy population, not a 'family planned' population that does not even have access to basic curative care for common ailments. The operative word in health policy should be health, family planning being a part of it, instead of being the other way round.

Women's health must be taken out of the family planning bracket and put firmly into a more comprehensive health plan. Their needs must be assessed in terms of their socio-economic situation and care delivery must be appropriately tailored.
Decentralizing the need assessment system will be so much more logical if such a health policy was put in place. This can then be used to make the delivery of health care far more rational in terms of both; what people need and how efficiently they can access it.
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